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Introducing IP Fundamentals of Cisco Fabric for
Media (IPFMFD) v2.0 - On Demand

 

About this course:

The Introducing IP Fundamentals of Cisco Fabric for Media (IPFMFD) v2.0 course
introduces you to IP technologies.
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This course covers Ethernet functions and standards, the basic principles of IP, the
TCP/IP stack, and other technologies used in modern networks. Lab exercises
focus on configuring basic IP functionality on switches and servers.

Course Objective:

After taking this course, you should be able to:

Identify the components of a computer network and describe their basic
characteristics.
Describe network fundamentals, and explain a simple LAN.
Describe hardware and wiring that is used to build a network.
Describe the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model.
Explain the datalink layer characteristics, Ethernet protocol, and switch
operation.
Introduce students to key network layer components, definitions, and
standards.
Explain the purpose and functions of the transport layer.
Describe end-to-end packet delivery.
Describe routing.
Describe multicast networks, applications, and protocols.
Explain data center architecture in each layer and describe new leaf-spine
topology approaches.
Explain virtualization and Software-Defined Networking (SDN).

Audience:

This course is designed for broadcast engineers with no previous IP
experience.

Prerequisite:

To fully benefit from this course, you should have the following knowledge and
skills:

Basic computer literacy
Basic PC operating system navigation skills
Basic Internet usage skills
Basic IP address knowledge
Basic understanding of networking protocols

These Cisco courses are recommended to help you meet these prerequisites:

Interconnecting Cisco Networking Devices: Accelerated
(CCNAX) or Interconnecting Cisco Networking Devices Part 1 (ICND1) and
Interconnecting Cisco Networking Devices Part 2 (ICND2)

Course Outline:
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Describing Ethernet Functions and Standards
Ethernet Hardware
Describing the OSI and TCP/IP Models
Understanding Ethernet and Switch Operation
Describing IPv4 Network Layer Addressing
Understanding the TCP/IP Transport Layer
Packet Delivery Process
Describing Routing
IP Multicast
Describing Data Center Network Architectures
Virtualization and Software-Defined Networking
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  Display your Completion Badge And Get The
Recognition You Deserve. 

Add a completion and readiness badge to your
Linkedin profile, Facebook page, or Twitter account to
validate your professional and technical expertise. With
badges issued and validated by Credly, you can:

Let anyone verify your completion and
achievement by clicking on the badge
Display your hard work and validate your
expertise
Display each badge's details about specific
skills you developed.

Badges are issued by QuickStart and verified through
Credly.
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